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Wyatt Earp

#14 in the Gryphon Bookshelf Series
A thrilling card game of Outlaws, Sheriffs and Fast Guns!
The Wild West! Tough times and tough characters! Bandits,
desperados, rustlers and thieves are everywhere... Take the roles
of the brave sheriffs riding on the heels of legendary Outlaws.
Capture Jesse James! Hunt Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid!
Rich rewards await those brave and daring enough. Just be careful
not to let them slip away...
The game is played over several hands. In each hand, the players
try to earn as much reward money as possible by participating in
the capture of the Outlaws – and with as little help from the other
players as possible. The greater a player’s part in the capture of an
Outlaw, the greater will be his reward. All this depends on his
level of participation and that of the others. By playing their cards,
the players come closer and closer to capturing the Outlaws. Also,
the more cards played, the higher the reward grows. Players must
play both competitively and cooperatively. The player who best
plays the cards he draws will win.

Game Components:
 29 Sheriff cards
 49 Outlaw cards
 Reward Tokens: 60 @ $1000; 18 @$5000
 7 Reward Posters
 4 Summary cards
 Rules booklet
Players:
Playing time:
Age:
Case size:

2 - 4
30 - 45 minutes
8 and up
12 (494 grams/game)

Sales@eagle-gryphon.com
US Sales: 615-812-2705
Warehouse: 270-259-8833

“This is an excellent game for adults and older children. The rules are
simple and game play is quick and elegant, but the game requires a fine
sense of timing and strategy that makes it interesting to play again and
again.” –J. Garlen

Game designed by Mike Fitzgerald & Richard Borg
Art by Franz Vohwinkel
Published by Gryphon Games
Made in China
Product Code:
UPC:
Size:
MSRP:

101465N
609456647113
8.5” x 6.25” x 2”
$25.99

Target Audience:
 Casual to advanced gamers
 Fans of the American Wild West and Rummy style card games
 Game, gift, museum and bookstore patrons
Core Information:
 Hand management requiring player cooperation & competition
 Easy rules and fast play with fun player interactions
 Develops strong logic and deductive reasoning skills
 Exercises memory, advanced planning & flexible thinking skills

